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Section 1: The problem:
The lack of affordable housing plus the increase of barriers to
homeownership plus an increasing wealth gap has created a financially
burdensome housing market for the majority of America.

Over the last fifty years, the barriers to homeownership have increased in tandem with the
decline of affordable renting households on the market. As a result, it is becoming increasingly
difficult for low income households and members of vulnerable communities to become
homeowners. It is clear that homeownership increases generational wealth; as a result, renting
households have drastically less wealth than their home-owning peers (Wainer and Zabel 2019).
Figure 1 tracks this phenomenon over the last 50 years.

Total number of  renting households grow as homeownership barriers increase:
Since 1965, there has been an upward swing in renting households, 2019 saw 43 million renting
households. As shown in Figure 1, the number of household heads who are renters has more
than doubled in just 50 years.

Fig 1. Rise in renting households (Graph in More Americans are renting that at any time in the last 50 years, by Akin
Oyedele, 2017, Market Insider. Retrieved from
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/more-americans-renting-50-years-pew-2017-7-1002196551.

“It found that the share of households headed by homeowners stayed relatively flat from 2006, a
time when the housing market was collapsing, to 2016. However, in the same period, the share of
households headed by renters grew from 31.2% to 36.6%, the highest level since 1965.

https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/more-americans-renting-50-years-pew-2017-7-1002196551
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The demand for homes available for rent and sale has outstripped supply. Post- recession, this
has lifted house prices at a faster rate than wages. (Oyedele, 2017)”

This is a result of increasing down payments, home prices and lending standards, making the
path towards homeownership increasingly difficult with each passing decade. Traditionally, the
down payment for a home is 3-25% of the home’s sale price. In 2017, 68% of renters felt the down
payment was the key obstacle to homeownership, unable to afford the down payment and
closing costs (Goldman et al., 2018). Further, poor credit history and/or lack of access to credit has
resulted in an inability to obtain mortgage loans (Alexton, 2020).

Numerous barriers have occurred over the last few decades that are a direct result of America’s
poor  financial literacy education. In 2019, the average US adult’s financial literacy level was only
slightly higher than that of Botswanas’, whose economy is 1,127% smaller (Iacurci, 2019).

“Global Financial Literacy 2020 survey, according to which only 57 percent of U.S. adults are
financially literate. Financial literacy can affect individuals’ knowledge and potentially the choices
they make, which can impact their financial health. As a result, it is a critical factor in
homeownership and, ultimately, the wealth gap and variations in homeownership among
underserved groups (The Single-Family Team and Freddie Mac, 2020).”

A study conducted by the Urban Institute in 2018, represented in Figure 2, found that affordable
down payments, mortgage qualifications, and convenience of rent are the three main reasons
renting households do not become homeowners.

Fig 2. Major homeownership barriers (Graph in Barriers to Accessing Homeownership: Down Payment, Credit, and
Affordability, by Laurie Goodman et al., 2018, Urban Institute. Retrieved from
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/99028/barriers_to_accessing_homeownership_2018_4.pdf)

Today homeownership is mainly accessible for white (non-hispanic) communities:
As seen in Figure 3, it is clear that white (non-hispanic) households have a much higher likelihood
of achieving homeownership than BIPOC households, and that has not changed in over 25 years.

https://www.businessinsider.com/what-is-a-recession
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Fig 3. Homeownership rate by race (Graph in Homeownership rates show that Black Americans are currently the least
likely group to own homes, by USA Facts, 2020. Retrieved from
https://usafacts.org/articles/homeownership-rates-by-race/)

Figure 4 shows a study completed by the Panel Study of Income Dynamic, which tracked
homeownership rate among black and white families from 1999 to 2015. It was found that black
parents are not only less likely to be homeowners than white parents, but also less likely to
remain a homeowner. This study found that 71.5% of white parents remained homeowners over
the 16 year period compared to only 31.4% of black parents.

Fig 4. Parental homeownership and renting trends black v. white (Graph in What explains the homeownership graph
between black and white young adults? By Laurie Goodman, 2018, Urban wire. Retrieved from
https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/what-explains-homeownership-gap-between-black-and-white-young-adults)

“Disentangling the racial homeownership gap will require changes across the entire housing
ecosystem to address entrenched structural barriers. Fair housing, fair lending and the growing
role that technological innovation will play in addressing the gaps are important areas for
continued data analysis and focus. Reforms are needed across the housing spectrum to ensure

https://next50.urban.org/question/housing#disentangle-the-racial-homeownership-gap
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that millions of credit-worthy black renters can gain access to stable, affordable, and safe
homeownership. (Support Urban Institute, 2020)”

Generational wealth is produced through homeownership:
As seen in Figure 5, in 2019 the Federal Reserve reported the median net worth of homeowners
to be $255,000 compared to renters at just $6,300. This makes homeowners 40 times wealthier
than those that rent. This increasing gap in wealth is the greatest producer of generational
wealth.

Fig 5. Increasing gap in family wealth over the last 10 years (Graph in Homeownership is Full of Financial Benefits, by
Mountain Place Realty, 2019. Retrieved from
www.mountainplacerealty.com/news/homeownership-is-full-of-financial-benefits)

Generational wealth refers to the assets families pass down to their family members, which can
be in the form of cash, stocks and bonds, investments, properties, companies, and other less
traditional assets. The most common way family members inherit or pass along generational
wealth is through the form of real estate. By selling or refinancing your home, the homeowner is
able to draw on the property equity and leverage it to improve their lives and grow their wealth
(DeMatteo, 2020). The benefits can come in the form of  paying for a child's college education,
starting a business venture, moving to a new home, or having access to emergency funds. By
having this type of safety net, individuals that own real estate now have the ability to take greater
risks and leverage social mobility that families without wealth traditionally can not afford or
access (DeMatteo, 2020). It is for this reason that the average household net worth for
homeowners has quadrupled in just forty years, growing from $175,000 in 1980 to $728,000 in
2016, as seen in Figure 6.
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Fig 6. Average homeowner net work over the last forty years (Graph in Black Homeownership Gap: Research Trends
and Why the Growing Gap Matters, by Urban Institute, 2019. Retrieved from
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/2019/07/16/black_homeownership_data_talk_slides.pdf)

“A 2018 Duke University study reported that reducing the racial homeownership gap would
narrow the racial wealth gap by 31 percent. The advantage over other methods is that it doesn’t
place the responsibility of Blacks to correct structural inequality. Financial literacy, education, and
entrepreneurship are useful skills but won't build wealth unless minority home ownership is
increased. (Amadeo and Potters, 2021)”

Renting households no longer have affordable housing options:
It is difficult enough that the barriers to homeownership force many to rent instead of own a
home, but on top of this, the US has now seen an exorbitant increase in house costs, effectively
trapping low income families and vulnerable communities in a never-ending renting cycle.
Affordable housing is defined as costing less than 30% of a household's income. When a
household must pay rent that is greater than 30% of their income, they are “cost-burdened” and
are “severely cost-burdened” when they are paying more than half their income on rent (U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development, 2014).

In 2019, it was found that more than half of all low- income renting families spent 50% of their
income on housing costs, and at least 25% spent more than 70% of their income (Passy and
Marketwatch 2020). This is a key reason why renting households are unable to save to buy a
home. In addition, due to cuts in government funding, only 25% of households that qualify for
affordable housing substitutes can actually take advantage of it (Poethig 2014). Many states have
such long waiting lists for the affordable housing programs that they do not even accept new
applicants (National Low Income Housing Coalition 2016). This goes hand in hand with the fact
that the US currently has a national shortage of 7.2 million affordable & available rental homes for
families that are most in need (National Low Income Housing Coalition 2018). This means that
only 36% of low income households have the opportunity to rent an affordable home. It is clear
that there has been a decrease in people in subsidized public housing over the last 20 years, as

https://socialequity.duke.edu/sites/socialequity.duke.edu/files/site-images/FINAL%20COMPLETE%20REPORT_.pdf
http://www.demos.org/sites/default/files/publications/RacialWealthGap_1.pdf
https://www.thebalance.com/structural-inequality-facts-types-causes-solution-4174727
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seen in Figure 7; not because there is less demand, but because there are fewer opportunities to
live in a subsidized home.

Fig 7. Average homeowner net work over the last forty years (Graph in Black Homeownership Gap: Research Trends
and Why the Growing Gap Matters, by Urban Institute, 2019. Retrieved from
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/2019/07/16/black_homeownership_data_talk_slides.pdf)
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Section 2: The Solution

Create an accessible and scalable cooperative housing program that
provides homeownership benefits for low income families and vulnerable
communities through the use of blockchain technology.

Through my work and time in the Decentralized Finance community, along with research around
affordable housing alternatives, I have found that a Housing Cooperative (coop, for short) is an
implementation of a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (also known as a DAO). If we
applied the best aspects of DAOs to coops, we could create a scalable solution to meet
community housing needs and massively transform homeownership for low income families and
vulnerable communities who face economic barriers to homeownership. Before describing the
mechanics of this solution, I will further explain the current structures and concepts of both a
coop and a DAO.

What is a cooperative?
A cooperative is a business organization that is controlled and owned by the people who use the
product, supplies or services. Although cooperatives can vary greatly in their type and
membership size, all are formed in the hopes of meeting a specific objective of the members, and
are structured in a way to adapt the needs of the members (International Co-operative Alliance
(2020). Coops currently represent 3-5% of the world's GDP, and 10% of the world's population is
employed at a cooperative (International Co-operative Alliance 2017). Cooperatives are typically
organized to improve the bargaining power of members and improve the quality of the product or
services created by the members. Traditionally, ownership of a cooperative is based around the
amount of equity a specific member has contributed to the organization, rather than the founders
or investors, creating a very unique ownership structure (Lund 2013). Some examples of nation
wide cooperatives currently in America include; ACE Hardware Corp, REI Co-op, and Navy
Federal Credit Union.

Cooperative advantages:
Cooperatives have become a popular alternative to traditional company structures because of
the immense benefits they provide to their members by prioritizing their needs over the
maximization of profits. Here are five key advantages of cooperatives:

● Reducing costs and improving quality of products and services: In practice,
cooperatives obtain discounts on supplies and other materials and services due to their
leverage and size. In addition, their members tend to focus on improving products and
services because they are being compensated adequately for their work compared to
traditional corporations. They also tend to run at an at-cost basis, since they are not
prioritizing investor compensation (LaMarco 2018).
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● Democratic organization: By creating a democratic structure for a cooperative it serves
the needs of the members over the shareholders. By creating a “one member, one vote”
system, it ensures that organizational decisions are decided democratically among the
members over the companies owners and/or shareholders (LaMarco 2018) .

● Less taxation: Similar to LLCs, cooperatives are not taxed on surplus earnings (also
known as patronage dividends) that are refunded to their members. This allows members
of cooperatives to only be taxed once on their income from the cooperative instead of on
the individual and cooperative level (Maya 2015).

● Unique funding opportunities: Cooperatives have the ability to participate in a wide
variety of non-profit, organization, and government sponsored grant programs. They also
have the ability to finance in more traditional ways through loans or venture capital (Lund
2013).

● Business continuity: History has shown us that a cooperative structure brings more
continuity to business and less disruption because members in the organization have the
ability to easily leave or join the organization without causing any dissolution (Maya 2015).

“When a cooperative is successful and performs at its full potential, it will reduce costs and
improve products and services, compared to corporate competitors, because of the ability to
pool purchases, sales and handling and selling of the expenses, creating a superior economy of
scale (LaMarco 2018). ” This is what we attend to do at CommonLands in the affordable housing
market.

Cooperative difficulties:
While the benefits of cooperatives are immense, below are a handful of reasons cooperatives are
rarely seen in the US.

1. Lack of ability to be a member or participate: If members are unable to fully participate
and perform their cooperative responsibilities, a coop risks losing members over time
since the business does not operate at its full capacity. It is vital to ensure that the
members that join a cooperative have all the resources and education they need to
participate at their fullest ability (Maya 2015).

2. Funding challenges: While cooperatives have more funding opportunities than traditional
businesses, finding start up loans or investors can be more difficult due to the lack of
control investors typically have in a traditional corporate structure (Fifty by Fifty: Employee
Ownership New 2018).

3. Founders are not compensated for their time: Traditionally, founders of startups receive
a large chunk of the profits after launching, motivating their ability to see out the
organization. Cooperatives tend to take months or even years to create. Those that are
founding the cooperatives are often not compensated for their time before the
cooperative has launched, let alone receive a portion of the cooperative profits.
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4. Lack of resources, structural support and education around cooperatives: While the
cooperative structure is popular in Europe, within the US there is a lack of education on
non-traditional business structures. Most American citizens do not know what a
cooperative is, how to create one, or the benefits they hold. While also lacking the
resources to begin the process of creating a cooperative in their community.

This is why CommonLands is choosing to build our cooperative in a DAO. An implementation of a
DAO will eliminate these difficulties, along with streamlining the process and creating a scalable
organization, which we will detail further on in this DAO section.

CommonLands uses the benefits of a traditional housing cooperative structure:
Although there are many forms of cooperatives, at CommonLands, we are prioritizing
homeownership and the traditional cooperative housing structure. A housing cooperative is a
form of residential housing where the owners do not own the units outright. Instead, each
resident becomes a shareholder in the cooperative by living in a unit (Architecture Society 2015).
To become an official member and resident of a housing cooperative, the member will take out a
“share loan” through the cooperative organization, similar to a traditional mortgage, for the unit
they will live in (Smith 2020). The monthly loan payments include a pro-rata share of the costs
associated with maintaining the building. These members secure occupancy rights and shares
through a proprietary lease or occupancy agreement (Smith 2020).

The four main attractions to cooperative housing structures:
1. Lower expenses: Housing cooperatives operate at an at-cost basis, and are run and

maintained by resident shareholders, lowering expenses significantly (Theiss 2018).
2. Less risk: By sharing the responsibility of maintaining the property, risk is evenly

distributed among all members compared to traditional homeownership risks. In addition,
coops are more financially stable than other housing alternatives like condos, with
foreclosure being extremely rare and having higher owner occupancy rates (National
Association of Housing Cooperatives, 2020).

3. Fewer barriers to entry: Depending on the cooperative organization and financial
structure, affordable housing is highly prioritized, ensuring community members still have
the ability to live in a unit without a deposit, down payment or credit (Urban Development
& Urban Services Platform, 2019).

4. No individual property taxes: Coops are not considered “real property” by the
government, and as such there is no individual property tax but they are still entitled to all
tax deductions accessible to homeowners, including real estate taxes (Smith, 2020).

Housing cooperative difficulties:
Current cooperative housing developments face a lack of efficiency, structural support,
resources, and finances. Figure 8 shows the flowchart the National Association of Housing
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Cooperatives uses within the US at their annual meetings to describe the current process to start
a cooperative.

Fig 8. How to start a housing co-op flowchart (Flowchart in How to Start Your Own Cooperative, by Corrigan
Nadon-NIchols, 2016, North American Students of Cooperation. Retrieved from
https://coophousing.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Nadon-Nichols-How-to-Start-Your-Own-Cooperative.pdf).

Starting a coop is no easy feat to take on, from months to years to complete all the necessary
steps from incorporating, to obtaining financing, to purchasing the property. While the benefits
associated with cooperative housing are monumental for low income residents, the process,
time, energy, and labor associated with the creation of one is difficult to face with very little
payout for those that are volunteering their time to develop one in their community. By
implementing a DAO into this traditional structure, cooperative founders will be able to navigate
the process much more efficiently and have greater access to the resources needed to start.

The background of a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO):
Below I will go into detail on DAOs and how they can be implemented with Housing
Cooperatives. Here is a key of definitions to help better understand the discussion.

Blockchain Technology A resilient, near-immutable, distributed and transparent
database that can pseudonymously execute economic
transactions. It can be public or private, thereby affecting who
can interact with the blockchain.

Cryptocurrency/Currency
Token

Tokens that are a unit of account and are used as a means of
payment
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D(A)O Decentralised (Autonomous) Organisations that use blockchain
technology and smart contracts as their primary or exclusive
source of governance and respond to both digital and human
inputs. (See De Filippi and Wright, at n. 24, at 136-7)

Cryptonetworks Information networks based on open source code, shared state,
automate ‘smart contracts,’ and 24/7 international markets.

Open Source Something people can modify and share because its design
is publicly accessible

Oracle A third party, trusted by parties of a smart contract, that relays
information from the outside world to a smart contract

Smart Contract Software that embodies an agreement between parties and then
(self-)executes when certain conditions are met

Utility Token Tokens that give a right of access to an online platform, product
or service

To better understand what a DAO is, I like to use this example:
“Imagine a vending machine that not only takes money from you and gives you a
snack in return but also uses that money to automatically reorder the goods. This
machine also orders cleaning services and pays its rent all by itself. Moreover, as you
put money into that machine, you and its other users have a say in what snacks it will
order and how often it should be cleaned. It has no managers, all of those processes
were pre-written into code. This is, roughly, how a DAO or a Decentralized
Autonomous Organization works. The idea of such a management model has been
circulating in the cryptocurrency community ever since Bitcoin managed to get rid of
middlemen in financial transactions. Similarly, the main idea behind DAO is
establishing a company or an organization that can fully function without hierarchical
management (Cointelegraph, 2018).”

Bitcoin is often the first word associated with blockchain and crypto, but a small (yet rapidly
growing) sector of blockchain organizations run a Decentralized Autonomous Organization, or a
DAO. Bitcoin was actually considered the first ever fully functional DAO, due to its
pre-programmed set of rules, ability to function autonomously, and coordination through a
distributed consensus protocol (Cointelegraph, 2018).

Like any other organization, a DAO’s structure is based on their very own form of governance and
set of decision-making rules. In traditional organizations, a written set of bylaws defines how
decisions are made or how assets will be distributed. A DAO will use software in the form of
“smart contracts” which represents both the rules as well as the assets and how they are
distributed (Autrack 2020). As a result, it creates a system that does not need to operate top
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down like traditional structures. It can run on machine consensus around the vote on governance
structure and legally abiding smart contracts . Figure 9 illustrates this concept.

Fig 9. Top Down Organizations vs DAO’s. (Infographic in Overview of Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO),
written by IOSG, 2020, IOSG Ventures. Retrieved from
https://medium.com/iosg-ventures/overview-of-decentralized-autonomous-organization-dao-f9ac47051d07).

DAO’s allow for unprecedented scalability:
Over the last few years, with advancement in blockchain technology, the possibilities of DAOs
have become remarkable, and are theorized to create life changing structures for workers at their
organizations. For example, there is a DAO known as “Arcade City.” At first glance it seems like a
ride sharing app competitor, functioning in nearly the exact same ways as Uber, Lyft, and others
do. The key difference is by implementing the DAO, the drivers, not the founders or investors, are
the owners of Arcade City. This allows the drivers to share the organization profit equally among
each other, and ensure they are being compensated fairly for their time, which current ride share
apps do not do.  Within 10 days of launching, they were able to acquire 18,000+ riders and
drivers, and were able to raise $650,000 through crowdfunding alone. Arcade City’s demand
grew rapidly, requiring the organization to shut down and rethink their structure and ability to
scale (Scott 2016).

Nathan Schneider, one of the leading researchers and advocates for implementings DAOs into
cooperative structures, said in 2019, “Everyone who's been around cooperatives for a long time
says that we are in an explosive moment and the interest in this model is very high. But the
barriers are also very high, as the online co-op structures that people are trying to create are not
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yet supported by the economy and the legal frameworks. We [DAO enthusiasts] are in the
process of trying to build the ecosystem to enable appropriate financing for cooperatives in the
digital economy (Kohut 2019)”.

DAOs create a digital, decentralized, peer-to-peer, distributed ledger form of blockchain that is
anticipated to be be the future of cooperative structures and blockchain as a whole, because it
has the ability to transform current systems and enable innovative solutions in ways that have
never been possible in the history of time.

“In recent years, D(A)Os and platforms to create D(A)Os have emerged as ways to
coordinate the supply of capital and labour in a globally distributed manner. An important
aspect of creating such organisations has been the design of governance systems that
align incentives in a manner that promotes high-quality input as well as active member
participation. This has prompted an outpouring of interest in decentralised
governance,and consequently led to proposals which employ game theory and
technology to achieve, in abstracto, the formation of organisations, the financing of
projects and high-quality and active member participation. In essence, these proposals
strive for corporate governance-by-design (Mannan 2018).”

While Cooperatives hold an immense amount of benefits for their members over traditional
corporations, they also face great structural issues that work against them, primarily due
difficulties associated with coordination, costs, growth and governance. By implementing a DAO
into a cooperative model, we can streamline the cooperatives success. By eliminating the primary
issues associated with coops, our cooperative will be able to scale at unprecedented rates.

DAOs create a self-sufficient process that charges users for the services they provide to pay for
the resources they need. By doing so, they are capable of earning their own money that
contracts and pays for services, allowing the cooperative to now create and wield their own
economic power. DAOs also have the potential to “drastically lower the cost of horizontal social
collaboration, cut the bureaucratic fat and automate tedious processes, they could also be
deployed by the existing power structures to lock down the current hegemony into an
inescapable, cybernetic one (Troncoso 2020).”

Cryptonetworks: creating a new form of ‘cooperative capitalism’:
DAOs are founded on cryptonetworks, which are “information networks based on open source
code, shared state, automate ‘smart contracts,’ and 24/7 international markets (Walden 2019).”
These tools allow DAO members to effortlessly find one another, share information, and
coordinate, in a way that traditional organizational structures struggle to achieve. As a result
cryptonetworks are able to support cooperatives in their goals, and streamline some of the
common difficulties they face. “By encoding commitments to continued cooperation in software,
cryptonetworks can engender trust at new scales, both granular, due to cost efficiencies, and
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macro, due to social scalability (Walden 2019)” Cryptonetworks are revolutionizing the traditional
capitalist business model, and creating an alternative and more efficient path for organizations
that commonly struggle to compete with top down, for profit companies.

“Cryptonetworks are pioneering a new form of ‘cooperative capitalism’ with networks that are
owned by users and workers, rather than by third-party shareholders. In this way cryptonetworks
share many features of cooperatives. Beyond the ability to crowdsource funds from members of
the network, cryptonetworks can compete with better capitalized corporations on other
dimensions —  especially those that require high degrees of trust (Heikkila 2020).”

DAO’s will achieve the Commons like never before:
DAOs often run on the principle of “Open Source”, a virtual concept similar to that of the
“Commons”. Open Source is something people can modify and share because its design is
publicly accessible. When applied to software, it becomes a program with source code that
anyone is able to inspect, modify and enhance (Open Source 2021). Similar to this concept, is the
notion of the “Commons.” “The commons are the things that we inherit and create jointly, and
that will (hopefully) last for generations to come. The commons consists of gifts of nature such as
air, oceans and wildlife as well as shared social creations such as libraries, public spaces,
scientific research and creative works (on the Commons 2010).” The commons is a way to
express the ongoing concepts that some forms of wealth should belong to all of us and that it is
vital for  community resources to be constantly managed and protected for the good of all. By
combining these two concepts together, we create a very powerful Commons approach to
sharing education, information, technology, and materials in a way that was not possible 20 years
ago. In addition, implementing “P2P transactions” within a cooperative creates a self-organized
system of resources that meets human needs while leveraging the power of the networks.

DAOs eliminate Cooperative governance difficulties
Many of the key failures in cooperatives are a result of inefficient governance. Some common
issues that cooperatives face are:

1. poorly communicated and inaccessible election procedures
2. poor methods for communication of cooperative information, proposals, and rules
3. failure to make elected officials aware of their duties and responsibilities
4. a weaknesses within educating and training cooperative members on the cooperative

structure and it’s governing practices

By creating our cooperative housing properties as DAOS, these traditional governance difficulties
are eliminated. The automated process of DAOs eliminates the tedious requirements and work
community members had to previously do. It will also provide a streamlined way for community
among members, allowing them to easily share and vote on governance proposals, and
diminishing these typical barriers of entry for cooperatives.

http://unenumerated.blogspot.com/2017/02/money-blockchains-and-social-scalability.html
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A great example of this is how cooperatives traditionally vote vs. how they will be able to vote
with a DAO. Traditionally cooperative members  have monthly to annual meetings where
members will vote in person via raising their hands or by voting on a ballet. A DAO on the other
hand allows these votes to be token based, rendering the voting system to create a more
transparent, accessible, fluent and safe alternative, allowing members to vote online on
governance proposals at any time anywhere.
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Our Model:
Implementing the best of DAOs and Cooperatives into the first
Decentralized Autonomous Housing Cooperative

The four moving parts of the CommonLands:
While the dApp is what our community members see, the technology and inner workings of the
organization are powered by our yield-generating stable coin and the decentralized autonomous
organization, which creates a structure that allows anyone to access these resources and our
community to launch a CommonLands Cooperative. Here are the four key parts:

Common Corp: will develop the set of smart contracts and , dApp, decentralized mobile app, that
allows the community to invest in, manage and own CommonCooperative DAOs. The Common
Corp will be hired by CommonLands.us to produce and oversee the technology that each
CommonCooperative DAO uses. Common Corp will also launch the CommonCoin once directed
by the governance process. The Common Corp is a for profit entity that will be made up of
founders, key  team members and investors.

CommonLands.us: a non-profit organization that is hiring the Common Corp and will serve as the
legal holder of CommonCooperative properties. CommonLands.us will act as the parent company
to each CommonCooperative DAO that is created. CommonLands.us will receive community
proposals for opening a CommonCooperative DAO, and will hold all jurisdiction on which DAO
proposals to approve and give resources and financing too.

CommonCooperative DAOs: will start as community proposals for a new cooperative property in
a communities neighborhood. Once passed by CommonLands.us, the CommonCooperative DAO
will have access to the Common Corp technology and will work with CommonLands.us to finance
and acquire property. Once community members are moved in, the technology will be developed
in such a way that the CommonCooperative DAO will be self sufficient and able to run
autonomously by the community members. CommonCooperatives will only need to pay monthly
fees for leasing out the property from CommonLands.us and using the CommonDAO technology.

CommonCoin: is earned by all community members, be they investors, managers, or owners,
and is used for all decision making within CommonLands and profit distribution. A community
member obtains a singular CommonCoin when they either put $35 into the community or one
hour of work. At the end of the fiscal years, CommonLands.us profits will be distributed among
community members evenly based on the number of CommonCoins they hold. All funds that flow
through the Common Treasury are tied to a yield-generating stable coin. This coin represents an
even distribution of profits to all individuals involved based of their time and financial
contributions to the organization using the CommonCoin.
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We believe that CommonLands will not only revolutionize the current housing market, but will
also transform the crypto community. We will produce the first dApp and DAO that go mainstream
among communities that have never used, or even heard of cryptocurrency, pushing the crypto
community out of their bubble and into the early majority market adopter phase.

Blockchain fuels the CommonCoin:
CommonLands takes an approach that focuses on the needs of our community members, valuing
all contributions to the community, whether it be time or money. In our model, we equate 1 hour of
work to $35, which is equivalent to one “CommonCoin.” One receives a CommonCoin for every
hour of work they put into the organization or $35. Community members will have the ability to
trade CommonCoins freely among the community. At the end of every fiscal year, the total
number of CommonCoins earned by community members will be calculated. Profits will then be
divided up among community members based on the number of CommonCoins they hold.
Individuals earn CommonCoins when they add value to CommonLands, examples are noted
below:

● Investing funds into CommonLands
● Monthly membership payments
● Paying off your “share loan”
● Paying for a service from one of your fellow Common Community members
● Completing a service for your Common Community
● Organizing a CommonLands proposal

Aside from the traditional benefits above that cooperatives will receive by functioning as DAO,
CommonCoin is one of the key reasons that we will develop our product on blockchain over a
software application like Docusign.

The CommonCoin will power the governance portion and tracks the work and value put in by
every community member into the organization. To be able to participate in the governance
system, one must hold a CommonCoin, verifying that they have put value into the community and
have the right to vote on the decisions being made in CommonLands. Our dApp will also track
the ways each member puts value into CommonLands (such as completing a job in
CommonLands, living in a unit and paying off a share loan, or lending funds as an investor).
Unlike traditional blockchain organizations, we will have a democratic governance system, where
it is one vote per person, rather than it being based on the amount of coins you hold. In doing so,
community members will have the ability to vote on specific proposals based on the aspects of
CommonLands one is involved in. For example, our residents will have the ability to vote on
governance-related proposals for their specific cooperative or city. Workers will have the ability to
vote on worker-based proposals like wages, additional employees to hire, expectations of
workers, etc. There is a potential for proposals to have coins staked by community members as
well to be considered at large, although because we are a DAO it is up to the community if they
select this path.
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Most importantly, we are building infrastructure within our communities that prioritizes peer to
peer transactions, self-sufficiency and sustainability. We anticipate over time that the
CommonCoin will then be used as a means of transactions and trade among our community
members in their daily lives. We hope to support local organizations and small businesses with
CommonLands resources, and in doing so we see a system where these owners begin accepting
CommonCoin from community members over USD. We like to think of it as Venmo for the people,
while also equitably distributing organizational profits, rather than the entirety of profits going
towards investors and founding members. When CommonLands take off nationally, this will be
monumental for both the working class and the blockchain community, creating an accessible
governance model that includes profit distribution among users and workers, not just the
investors and executives.

The Common dApp:
To ensure we are creating a sustainable, self-sufficient and scalable system, it is vital we prioritize
the accessibility to vulnerable communities with the technology we create and our
CommonCooperatives. We will be building a dApp in tandem with a website that is simple
enough to learn no matter your technological background. It will hold all the information and
resources needed to create a housing cooperative, in addition to running it after being built.

For context, a dApp (decentralized application) is a “piece of software that communicates with the
blockchain, which manages the state of all network actors. The interface of the decentralized
applications does not look any different than any website or mobile app today. The smart
contract represents the core logic of a decentralized application. Smart contracts are integral
building blocks of blockchains, that process information from external sensors or events and help
the blockchain manage the state of all network actors.”

How we currently envision the CommonLands dApp:
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The Community is a directory plus a facebook like platform of your local cooperative community,
allowing members to easily find each other, share resources, organize events, and just chat.

The Cooperatives is where you will be able to find all the CommonCooperative DAOs that are a
part of CommonLands around the world and their current community organizers and leadership.

The Job Portal is where all necessary cooperative jobs are posted and filled along with additional
work or jobs posted by community members for their personal lives or businesses.

The Common Governance is where the community will be able to create, discuss, propose and
vote on member proposals that better the cooperative and community.

The Legal Aid will hold all the information, resources, documents, and tools associated and
needed in the process of creating and maintaining a cooperative.

The Treasury acts as a bank for the community and the CommonCooperative DAOs, helping
community members receive the financing to fund community projects and new housing
cooperatives, while also tracking their personal cooperative payments and expenses.

This dApp will not only simplify the cooperative housing development process to a few short
weeks over the year long process it took previously, but it also creates an infrastructure and a
self-sustainable model for the cooperative and the community once members have moved in.

Community Members vs. Owners:
“Owners'' refer to the community members that live as residents within one of our cooperative
properties. Although, there is an opportunity to join CommonLands as a general community
member. Doing so will give the members access to all the technology, governance, partnerships,
and connections to their community that owners have, just without living in a cooperative. To help
support these members who do not physically live together in one space, we will be creating
“CommonCenters” that are within a certain radius of each cooperative property.

CommonCenters:
The Common Centers will act in some sorts as a “mega YMCA” for the community. There will be a
center for community members and individuals interested in joining the community to go and
learn about CommonLands. It will also be a place that educates community members about the
technology we use and how to use it. This space will allow organizational partners to meet with
community members, provide them assistance, and give them access to their resources, like
clothing drives, child care, food banks, educational classes, career opportunities, etc. We also
hope to provide some needs without the help of partners at each of our CommonCenter, like
access to computers  and wifi, nurse practitioners, workout equipment, meeting rooms, sanitation
and baby products, and child-friendly work spaces.
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By offering CommonCenters and local partnerships to our community members, we anticipate
the majority of our CommonLands members to be community members and not owners. We want
to ensure anyone that lives in our neighborhood has the opportunity to join the community, so we
will offer community memberships at a “pay what you can” monthly fee. We will recommend a
monthly fee to each member and family that joins based off of their household income and family
size,  but is completely up to the member on if they will pay that amount or make a different
contribution through their monthly membership fee. This community option will also help us
gauge the demand for affordable housing and the number of units we should be working to build
or acquire. With each member that joins, they will be able to request housing if there are currently
no units available. When we hit a certain number of requests, then we will be able to seek out the
funding to purchase a property to house all of the community members that would like to
become owners.

In addition, by creating CommonCenters, we create a space to easily educate our community
members about CommonLands. It provides a space to teach them about decentralized finance,
financial literacy, and the traditional practices of homeownership. It also gives us a space to easily
communicate with the community in person, something that most blockchain based organizations
are unable to provide. The CommonCenters will play a key role in our ability to scale.
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Section Four: Our Five Year Plan
How we will scale across the nation and house a million families in less
than five years.

CommonLands is launching at a revolutionary time, with millions of Americans lacking affordable
housing and millions of homes and vacant buildings stacking up across the US. It is clear the
government will not be taking the necessary action to combat this inequity, leaving communities
across the country vulnerable and in need of immediate change in the housing market.

Since each of our housing cooperatives will function as their own individual DAO, we are
developing a framework that will allow communities anywhere in the US to launch their own
CommoCooperative DAO. With our mass accumulation of property at a rapid rate, we will be able
to easily afford the down payments of additional affordable housing units by refinancing our
properties. We also intend for a mass position of our cooperatives to come from donated
property that we rehab, which is tax deductible for the owners or corporations that donate the
property. By year 5 we will be housing over 1 million families, and by year 10 be located in every
major city in the US. To jump start this though we will spend the first few years bringing the
technology and information to the people that need it most, until it begins to naturally grow on it’s
own.

To achieve this, we will be using Philadelphia as our model city, where we will open our first
CommonCooperative DAO locations and beta test the program. Following a successful launch in
the summer of 2022, we will begin traveling to cities across the US. We will work with their
communities and city councils to teach them about CommonLands and the benefits associated.
In the few months we spend in each city we will focus on:

● Creation of first CommonCooperative DAOs in the city
● Hire CommonLand city based employees and organizers to do the work once the

CommonLands traveling team moves to the next city
● A city wide PR launch to spread the word on our organization
● Creating partnerships with local non profits that can support our community and spread

awareness on CommonLands
● Teach community members in person at small locally run events how to use our product

and the enormous benefits it has compared to traditional housing methods
● Working with government officials to ensure we are mutually benefitting one anothers

causes and work
● Sharing financial literacy and education, specifically in the housing industry and

blockchain technology
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A rough timeline of how we envision accomplishing this:
2022:

● January open first CommonCooperative DAO in Philadelphia
● April open two additional CommonCooperative DAOS in Philadelphia
● July: begin traveling around the US and working with city councils and local governments

to begin opening up CommonCooperative DAOs in their city
○ August: open first three CommonCooperative DAOs in Baltimore
○ October: open first three CommonCooperative in DC
○ December: open first three CommonCooperatives in Atlanta

2023:
● January: continue traveling around the US to open Coops

○ February : open first three CommonCooperatives in Boston
○ April: open first three CommonCooperatives in NYC
○ June: open first three CommonCooperatives in Denver
○ August: open first three CommonCooperatives in Austin
○ October: open first three CommonCooperatives in Chicago
○ December: open first three CommonCooperatives in Detroit

2024:
● January: continue traveling around the US to open Coops

○ February: open first three Common Cooperatives in Seattle
○ April: open first three CommonCooperatives in  Portland
○ June: open first three CommonCooperatives in San Francisco
○ August: open first three CommonCooperatives in Phoenix
○ October: open first three CommonCooperatives in Los Angeles

The above timeline will not only ensure 1 million families are housed within the first 5 years, but
also simultaneously spread awareness on the benefits of CommonLands, and blockchain at large,
among working class families. We will provide the support, resources, and education to the
people so they feel prepared to start this form of homeownership in their own community.

Scaling real estate use case: Levittown
While the above may seem like a lofty goal, it has been done before. Following WW2, America
was facing a similar housing crisis, with millions of soldiers returning home with no place to live
(Filippino 2014). Levittown was created by Levitt & Sons and developed a solution to this housing
crisis. It created a blueprint to quickly enable economical production of identical homes across
the US. Within years they had millions of suburban homes spread across the East Coast, creating
a new framework which is now thought of us as traditional suburban housing (Galyean 2019). It
was considered so successful that the local city governments, and eventually the Federal
Housing Association, FHA, began funding Levitt & Sons to set up shop in specific communities.
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It is vital to note though that Levittown refused to sell their homes to people of color, and the FHA
deliberately chose to include racial covenants in each deed, allowing for segregated
communities (Sheidlower 2020). CommonLands wants to create this blueprint model to meet the
demand for affordable housing at a scalable rate, similar to Levittown, but this time do it ethically,
equitably, and for the working class. We will ensure it is supporting our most vulnerable
communities, and is run by the community, for the community.

How funds will be raised:
We do not anticipate doing more than one round of seed investors, as we will be able to primarily
raise any necessary funds via community members or refinancing our properties. Below are our
funding methods to raise necessary capital before and after our launch.

Cooperative models raise finance through these key channels: member contributions (which
shares similarities to crowdfunding), debt financing, and grants and sales (Andrews 2015).
CommonLands will use all three methods, but in an innovative manner, using blockchain
technology and less common economic principles. Note that once we are off the ground, we
expect to be primarily funded via the CommonTreasury and Coop refinancing.

1. Any individual that would like to join the cooperative may; in doing so, they will contribute
a monthly “pay what you can” membership fee. This can range from $0-100+, depending
on the size of the individual’s family, income, location, and means.

2. The next form we will take on is debt financing, which in our organization will look like
loans taken out from our lending partners and refinancing our current assets. We are
open to other forms of debt financing but feel this is the simplest and most methodical
way for our organization.

3. Grants will come in two forms for CommonLands. The first will be through traditional
cooperative methods which involves applying for and receiving grants from organizations
like the government, affordable housing non profits, national cooperative associations,
social good initiatives, etc. The second way we will receive grants is through block chain
foundations that are actively financing social good projects. This will involve discussions
with various foundations to select the blockchain we launch on and the grants, among
other resources, they can give CommonLands in return.

4. We will take on the traditional method of “preferred shares” with our investors, who will
receive a percent of the annual profit generated. This will be discussed further in our
economic outline.

5. We believe there are interesting and unique ways to fund smart contracts and mobile app
through each foundation. For example if we launched on Polkadot we could conduct an
initial parachain offering to fund the initial CommonLands down payments.
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Investor Ask:
To make this happen, we are looking to raise 2 million in capital to launch CommonLands in
August. Here is a rough breakdown of where those funds will go.

Investor Returns:
We are currently raising our first seed round of funding with a SAFE, capped at 10 million, with our
lead investor already signed on. We anticipate we will finish this round in July.  Our investors will
receive REIT like returns on their investment, and have the opportunity to obtain CommonCoins
and participate in the second seed round.

If you are interested in learning more about this investing opportunity please contact founder,
Rebecca Lamis, at Rebecca@CommonLands.us or 512-940-0816.

mailto:Rebecca@CommonLands.us
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